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DSU PULSE
DSU Bags 'Best Emerging University'
Title at Times Business Awards
ACCOLADES

Dayananda Sagar University signed
an MoU with Government Tool
Room and Training Centre (GTTC)
on 3rd September 2021. After this
MoU, students of Mechanical
Engineering Department will have
access to internships, training,
workshops, projects, etc., said Prof.
Karthik, the coordinator from the
Department
of
Mechanical
Engineering.

Dr K N B Murthy, the vice-chancellor,
received
the
award
under
the
educational vertical from Kabir Bedi, a
film actor of international repute at the
fourth edition of the awards.
“DSU is a resilient and stubborn
achiever,” said Mr Manu, Deputy
Registrar,
reacting
to
the
announcement. “This is a feather in the
cap. Kudos to all the teachers, staff, and
students who made this happen.”
poured

MoU to make
mechanical
engineering
hands on
PARTNERSHIPS

Dayananda
Sagar
University
was
awarded the ‘The Best Emerging
University’ title at the Times Business
Awards
held
in
Bengaluru
on
September 20, 2021.

Congratulatory messages
after the announcement.

NEWS
AND
UPDATES
FROM
DAYANANDA SAGAR
UNIVERSITY

in

“A declaration of DSU as the best
emerging university bodes well. This
feel-good sense enlivens the efforts of
all DSU personnel,” said Dr V Krishna
Murthy, Research Professor, DSU.
Students were delighted that the
university had won this coveted award.
“It's great to hear that the college which
I have joined has received this award.
The future of many students are
shaped in this university and it's good
to know that the university is
promising. This gives us more hope
and
opportunity,”
said
Veechika
Pingali, a first year student of CJMC.
"It's such an honour! Our colleges
finally opening up for offline classes
was such a piece of great news and now,
our university bagging the title, 'bestemerging university'… while I am still a
an active part of the university is a great
privilege," said Swathi S. Shenoy, a
student coordinator.
Dr Krishna Murthy also felt the award
has now raised expectations and the
university will have to raise the bar too.

Dr K N B Murthy, vice-chancellor, DSU (left) receiving the award from actor Kabir Bedi (right)

“While it is a motivating factor,
rejoicing brings with it a latent
responsibility. It is one thing to achieve
status, and sustaining it is yet another
thing. The common factor in both
getting and sustaining is the ‘sincerestrive-succeed' continuum", he said.
Mr Srinivas Shinde, Chief Marketing
Officer, DSU received the award on
behalf of the university.
DSU was also awarded the ‘The Best

Private University - South’ in 2019 by
ASSOCHAM
in
the
ASSOCHAM
National Summit-cum-Awards.
Just last month, the FWA Industry
Council awarded the university with
the title of ‘The Best University in India
with Strong Industry Connect’, at the
IIRF Education Impact Awards in New
Delhi at its FWA Annual Conclave –
2021
on
“Leveraging
Lockdown
Learnings – Implications on Academia
and Industry”.

DSU Participates in ISRO-TIFR Research
on Black Holes
the gravitational field of the object loses
energy momentum as it slowly spirals
inward) closer to the black hole.

RESEARCH
Dr Radhika D and her research scholar,
Ms M P Athulya Menon (ISRORESPOND
Program)
from
the
department of physics, School of
Engineering, DSU were a part of the
team of astronomers from ISRO, Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research
(TIFR) and DSU observing the GRANAT
Source as a part of the ongoing AstroSat
mission.
In early July 2021, NASA's Nuclear Star
Interior Composition Explorer (NICER)
Mission reported a sudden increase in
intensity in the GRANAT Source (GRS)
1915+105, an X-ray binary star system
featuring a regular star and a black hole.

GRS 1915+105 is the heaviest of the
stellar black holes known so far in the
Milky Way Galaxy, with 10 to 18 times
the mass of the Sun. The findings were
later reported in the The Astronomer’s
Telegram, an international web-based
short notice publication system for the
1
astronomical community.
The team observed the source from
22nd to 24th July 2021, following which
they
immediately
analysed
the
observations, then studied the variation
of intensity of emissions from the matter
in the accretion disc (a ring-like flow of
diffuse material around an astronomical
object in which the material orbiting in

This black hole is an X-ray binary, a
class of binary stars (two stars orbiting
around their common centre) made up
of a normal star and a collapsed star (a
white dwarf, neutron star, or black hole).
X-ray binaries are named so because
they emit X-rays.

“The MoU covers seminars, faculty
development programmes, etc. and
opportunities
such
as
paper
presentations and live projects.
Students and faculty will get
technical support on the latest
technology.
Students
will
get
training
on
their
final
year
academic project as per their
problem statements with the latest
technology,” he said.
Mr. Devanand B N, Foreman
(Grade-II) and Mr. Srinivas Gopal S
S from GTTC expressed interest in
associating with DSU in the future.
GTTC is an autonomous society
and a Scientific and Research
Organisation recognised by the
Government of India, known for its
precision and quality in the
development and manufacture of
sophisticated moulds, dies and
tools. It studies new technologies
like
CAD/CAM,
precision
components, laser for Industries,
vacuum casting, etc.
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Award for ‘Exceptional Contribution
to the Medical Field’

Guest
lecture
national identity

on

SCMS held a guest lecture by Dr Arathi V B on
the topic of, ‘How Can I, a Student, Contribute
to National Empowerment’. Dr Arathi, adjunct
professor in humanities, DSU and founder of
Vibhu Academy, is a scholar in Samskrtham
and Indology, well-known in the fields of
academic research, and behavioural and soft
skills and training.
In
her
lecture, she
spoke to the
students
about
preserving
native
languages
and cultures,
as well as
promoting
swadeshi
products and
services and
encouraging
investments
in Indian companies.

Dr Premachandra Sagar, Pro-Chancellor, DSU, and Vice-Chairman, Sagar Hospitals was awarded
for his exceptional contribution to the medical field in the 4th edition of the Tines Awards held at
JW Marriot, Bengaluru.
Mr Rohan P Sagar received the award on behalf of Dr Premachandra Sagar from actor Jacqueline
Fernandez. The award was in recognition of the healthcare services provided by Sagar Hospitals
and the starting of Dr Chandramma Dayananda Sagar Institute of Medical Education and
Research (CDSIMER)..

SCMS conducts
student seminar, ‘Our
Pride, Our Identity’
The School of Commerce and Management
Studies (SCMS) organised a student seminar titled,
‘Our Pride, Our Identity’ as a part of the initiative
by Government of India (GoI) and guided by
University Grants Commission (UGC).

Disha Bharat holds
Swarajya@75’
lecture
The department also organised Swarajya@75, a
guest lecture by Mr Pramodh Nataraj on 13th
August.
In the lecture, the guest speaker informed the
audience about India’s freedom fighters, the
pre-independence era, the struggle for
independence and independent India.

“She spoke about how we should have a strong
identity… (and) be proud of being Indian,” said
Aishwarya Muniyoor who is in her 3rd
semester of B.Com.
Bhumika, another student who attended the
seminar, said, “She’s a great speaker and I’m
very inspired by her.”

CJMC Holds
Photo Essay
Competition
CONTEST

The College of Journalism and Mass
Communication also participated in this
initiative by organising a Photo Essay
Competition on 8th September, assigning the
theme, ‘Freedom’, which aligned with the
broader concept of BkAM.
From Jan Dhan Yojana to Namami Gange, the
seminar addressed around 23 national schemes
instituted to benefit the citizens of India.
The students discussed and analysed the merits
and demerits of these measures taken by the
government. As per the students’ interaction, the
goals set for the coming decades through these
schemes were to create awareness and imbue a
sense of patriotism and help India emerge
stronger.
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“I’ve learnt a lot by organising this event,” said
Aishwarya Mittal, student at SCMS. “The
lecture helped us realise that we should
safeguard this hard-won freedom that our
predecessors fought for.”
Mr Pramodh Nataraj is from Disha Bharat, an
NGO, which conducted the guest lecture. The
NGO delivers workshops and programs in
educational institutions on India and its culture.

Rakshitha Nagaraj and Grishma S of B.Com
bagged the first place while Zaid Nayeemi and
Rhea S of BA (JMC) bagged the second.
The winners were given certificates from the
College. Zaid, the runner-up, said, “In our
submission, Rhea and I tried to show people
how the ban of photography in and near India
Gate, New Delhi, has affected tourists and
others due to the ongoing construction work of
Central Vista Redevelopment Project.”
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Mechanincal Engineering Students Win At
Autodesk Innovation Lab Challenge

Designing in progress in the Generative Design workshop.
Over 15 teams and 60 students
participated in the design challenge
conducted by Autodesk Innovation Lab
for the students of SoE using the
Generative Design tool in Autodesk
Fusion 360 .

The students from the mechanical
engineering department bagged the first
and third places which came with cash
prizes of Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 2,500
respectively.The
team
from
the
aerospace engineering department came
in second, receiving a cash prize of Rs.
The challenge aimed to encourage 5,000.
design innovation in students through
problem-solving using available CAD The event was coordinated by the
tools from Autodesk, mainly FUSION Autodesk Design and Innovation Centre
360.
and was supported by the Autodesk

Models created on order using 3D printing
in Autodesk Innovation Laboratory

Mr.Ajay Prabhakar, Trainee Engineer,
Autdesk
Innovation
Lab,
DSU
successfully deleloped the 3D printing
model using a scanned file from the
Chairman of Aerospace Engineering
He has also made a turbofan kit devised
from Grab CAD and the design was
optimised to print the 3D model to
represent various parts and functions of
the turbofan to the students.
Using photogrammetry (the science of
making
measurements
using
photographs, he has earlier made a 3D
printed model of Late Shri Dayananda
Sagar, Founder, Dayananda Sagar
Institutions. The image was 3D scanned,
and a 3D replica was printed for
founder's day and the commencement
of the centenary celebrations.
The
files
were
processed
using
Autodesk Recap Photo and Autodesk
Fusion 360. Using multicolour layering
technique, a fully coloured logo of DSU
was designed and a 3D model was
printed using the same colours.
Autodesk Fusion 360 was used in the
design process.
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Education team led by Mr. Anand Pujari.

This workshop for the students of SoE
covered the principles and usage of the
Generative Design tool in Autodesk
Fusion 360 and how students can
optimise their design to its best state.
Autodesk, a multinational company that
makes software for architecture,

engineering, mass media, construction,
manufacturing,
and
entertainment
industries, has collaborated with DSU to
set up a Design & Innovation Centre, a
central facility intended for both
undergraduate
and
postgraduate
students and faculty members. Both DSU
and Autodesk undertake short-term
courses for industry in the areas of
CAD/CAM/CAE and 3D printing in
architecture,
engineering
and
the
construction domain.

SoE club creates
video to mark IDay celebrations

FDP on assessment
methodology held
at CoPS

Fusion 360 Advanced
Generative Design

Course

-

On the occassion of India’s 75th
Independence Day, Dr K.N.B. Murthy,
Vice-Chancellor, hoisted the national
tricolour joined by Dr A Srinivas, Dean,
SoE, chairmen from other departments,
faculty and student volunteers.
The highlight of the program was,
‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’, a 7.5minute-long tribute video for freedom
fighters created by the Abhinaya Club.
Dr Murthy officially launched the video.
The video, which saw 22 students and 14
members of faculty participating, was
edited by Samarth Sharma, 5th sem,
CSE; the music was selected and edited
by Nandini Rao, a coordinator. The
Abhinaya club has uploaded the video
on its YouTube channel.
Dr Abeda D. and students from the
music club rendered many patriotic
songs to mark the ocassion.
Dr Srinivas delivered the vote of thanks.
Dr Bhagyajyothi, physical director, SoE,
was the coordinator with Nandini Rao,
Ranjini K, Amoolya and Vainavi of 5th
sem CSE.

The College of Pharmaceutical Sciences
(CoPS) organised a Faculty Development
Program (FDP) from 26 to 30 July. The
program,
titled
‘Educational
Methodology: Sensitising Teachers in
Education and Assessment Methodology
(STEAM)’, was initiated with a pre-test
for all participants to assess entry
behaviour. Following this were lectures,
group
tasks
and
microteaching
presentation sessions by the participants.
The program included lectures on
learning theories and psychology of
education, educational communication,
microteaching, principles of students’
assessment, blueprinting of question
papers, technology-based assessment
models, etc.
Dr K N Balasubramanya Murthy, ViceChancellor, DSU, chaired the inaugural
function on 26 July along with Dr Pushpa
Sarkar, Dean, School of Applied Health
Sciences, Dr V Murugan, Principal,
College of Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Dr Munir Ahmed R, Domain Consultant
Learning
and
Health
Sciences
Education. There were four other
speakers in the program along with Dr
Ahmed: Dr Sangeetha, College of Dental
Sciences and Hospital; Dr Umashankar,
Principal, Padmashree School of Public
Health; Dr Nagashree, Reader, V S
Dental College & Hospital; and Dr A R
Mahesh, Assistant Professor, CoPS.
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WEBINARS/WORKSHOPS/COURSES

Certificate course for mechanical
students at Bosch Rexroth centre

Certification and internship for
CSE students at innovation lab

The value-added course was conducted
virtually for the students in their
seventh
semester
of
mechanical
engineering from 26 July to 30 July.
Thirty
five
Students
actively
participated in the design process of
hydraulics and pneumatics circuits and
ladder programming in the program-

mable
Logic
Controller
(PLC)
software.
The course
aimed to give
the students
a practical
approach to
industrial
automation
and an
introduction
to projects which can be carried out
using the technologies like hydraulics,
pneumatics and PLC in Bosch
Rexroth Centre, DSU.

Guest lecture for
ECE on Zoom and
Skype

CoPS Conducts Webinar for
Centenary Programme Series

Webinar held by
CoPS on antibiotic
stewarship in PICU

The Department of Electronics and
Communications Engineering (ECE)
organised a guest lecture on ‘Spatial
Modulation for Beyond 5G Systems’.
Prof. Dr Goutham Simha G D was
invited as the speaker.

A Centenary Program Series was
organised across the university on
the occasion of the 100th year of
Dayananda Sagar, the founder of
Dayananda Sagar University.

The College of Pharmacy conducted
another
webinar
on
‘Antibiotic
Stewardship in Paediatric ICU and
Role of Clinical Pharmacist’. The
speaker of the webinar, held on 12th
July, was Dr Arun Thomas,
a
Consultant Paediatric Intensivist in
Kottayam, Kerala.

A certification course on Automation
Technologies was introduced by the
Department
of
Mechanical
Engineering with the Centre of
Competence for Industrial Automation
Technologies.

Students of the 3rd, 5th
and 7th
semesters of several branches attended
the webinar on Zoom and Skype
platforms. Around 200 members
attended the technical talk. The event
was organised by Prof. Divyashree H B
and Prof. Navya R, Assistant Professor.

Prof. Arote Rohidas of College of
Pharmacy organised a webinar titled,
‘Good
Laboratory
Practices
in
Science and Technology’ with Dr
Bhaskar Idage of National Chemical
Laboratory as the speaker.

Abhinaya Club Dance Event Goes Live
on YouTube

Sixty-seven students of the sixth semester of the CSE
department
participated in
a month-ong
certification
and internship
programme
organised by
CSE along with the Centre of
Competence
for
Industrial
Automation Technologies and Bosch’s
Rexroth from 25th June to 24th July,
2021.

The e-conference provided an
interactive
platform
for
the
personnel, delegates from the
academic and industry segments.
Participants shared their research
experience,
experiment
breakthrough or vision-trends in the
chemical, biological,
pharmaceutical areas
and beyond.

A project exhibition was organised
by the Electroblitz club on 25th
September under the mentorship of
Dr. Gayathri K M and Prof. Kanmani
B S. The event which was conducted
in the hybrid mode (online and
offline) was inaugurated by the
judge, Dr. Vaibhav A Meshram.

Nithin (final year, ECE) won the first
prize for his project, Raga Detector.

The faculty also performed, participating in the club’s event. As an event
‘Groove and Move’ also aimed to encourage students to actively participate
in cultural events at the university.
The event was broadcast live on YouTube by Shambhavi, a volunteer. It was
coordinated by student volunteers Amoolya, Amelia, Vainavi and Manish,
under the guidance of faculty coordinators Prof. Nandini Rao G and Prof.
Ranjini K, SoE.

New logo for ASTERIA
ASTERIA, the astronomy club in the
School of Engineering (SoE), has chosen
its official logo for the academic year
2021-22.
Prof.
Shubha
Javagal
Mechanical engineering designed the
new logo
The competition was conducted in the last week of August. “We received a
variety of designs from the participants and the final design was chosen based
on its uniqueness, originality and for the fact that the it depicts the science of
astronomy,” said Dr Radhika, the faculty coordinator of ASTERIA.
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Dr. V Keerthika, and Prof. Janavi,
AP/CSE co-ordinated the programme.
The
principal,
Dr.
B
R
Lakshimikantha, the vice-principal,
Dr. C Nandini, and the HOD of the
Department of CSE conveyed their
appreciated the student performance.

He highlighted the importance of
rational use of antibiotics in paediatric
ICU and the role of clinical
pharmacists and their drug expertise.

Electroblitz Club of ECE department
organises project exhibition

Six teams and two individuals
participated in the event. Their
projects were evaluated based on
their demonstration followed by a
Q&A session. The projects were
evaluated and the participants were
offered advice to better their work.

The Abhinaya Club conducted a dance event for a virtual audience titled,
‘Groove and Move’ on 12 June, where they demonstrated different dance
forms ranging from Bharatanatyam and Sattriya to hip-hop and Bollywood.

The
students
were
trained
in
Programmable
Logic
Controllers
towards
Industrial
Automation
Technology
by
Sudha
Deepthi,
Assistant Manager, Bosch-Rexroth
and Milind Tavre.

Webinar on IoT
Embedded
Innovations Held

of

Once the winners were announced and
the prizes were distributed by Dr. A
Srinivas, dean, SoE, the exhibition was
opened for visitors. This drew
audience such as students from the
final year, Dept. of E&TCE, DSCE and
parents.
The student coordinators
for the event were
Indraneel Mukherjee,
Vasudeva G Kulkarni,
Sandhya Iliand,
Atharv
Dhananjay Naik.

Hackathon organised
by Electroblitz Club

A
webinar
on
‘Embedded
Innovations’, the first in a series of
Internet of Things (IoT) webinars
conducted by the department of
ECE, was held on 18th September,
with Mr. Atanu Roy Chowdhury, the
founder of Capsule Labs, as the
speaker.
Around 120 students
attended the session.

Akash Suresh and Aditya Iyer were the
runners-up for their project, MORSE
Encoder and Decoder using Arduino.

DSU

The series aimed to expose the
audience to the latest developments
in the IoT industry, covering topics
such as building AIoT devices, job
prospects and projects that can be
carried out in the Embedded
Technology & IoT domain.
The webinar was coordinated by
ECE Department of the School of
Engineering.

The Electroblitz club hosted a
hackathon on 14th August, inaugurated
by Mr. Atharv Dhanajay Naik,
treasurer, and Ms. Harshitha Divakar,
secretary.
Among the six teams with two people
in each participating, the winners were
Anoop Manikanta S and Kshitij
Kurandwad, final year students from
the department of CT.
Dr. Pushapa Mala S, Associate
Professor, Dept. of ECE, Gousia
Thahniyath and Krishna Sowjanya,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of CSE
judged this event.
Karthik Sanjay Nayak, Priya G Shastry
and Krupanka B P, 5th Semester ECE
Department were the volunteers at this
event.
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AIC-DSU Conducts Webinar CoPS introduces value-added
Series on Startups and IoT Labs courses on relevant, current topics
AIC – DSU Innovation Foundation (an initiative of Atal Incubation Centre and
Dayananda Sagar University with active support from Atal Innovation Mission
(AIM), NITI Aayog and the Government of India) conducted a series of webinars
on subjects like entrepreneurship, startups and IOT labs. Founders and CEOs of
various startups spoke to the students, encouraging them on their entrepreneurial
path. AIC-DSU Innovation Foundation is an

The
College
of
Pharmaceutical
Sciences is providing value added
courses (VAC) which are based on
important and current topics, not
included in the existing curriculum of
the institution. Experts in the field
taught these courses during the
vacation, aiding the students in
improving
their
employment
prospects. The following departments
conducted value-added courses on the
current thrust areas of pharmaceutical
sciences.

The department of pharmaceutics
conducted a VAC on drug targeting
strategies.
The
pharmacology
department chose the topic, ‘PreClinical
Research
in
Neuropharmacology‘.
This
course
introduced
recent
advances
in
preclinical
research
regarding
neurodegenerative
disorders
like
Parkinson’s disease, Multiple Sclerosis,
Alzheimer’s disease and drug-induced
neurodegenerative disorders, including

Entrepreneurship
2 July

How to Pitch to Investors
6 August

Speaker: Madhav Reddy, founder,
RedMad Learnings and YouTuber (Ask
Madhav Reddy)

Speaker: Shashank Ramdev, founder of
100x.VLC

Mr Reddy encouraged the audience,
saying that anyone can evaluate a
startup idea and accelerate it on their
own.
Hardships to Success – A Startup
Journey
16 July
Speaker: Katapally Sai Kiran, founder
of SUMVN & Space App India
Mr Sai Kiran delivered an talk on
kickstarting startups and also how one
must overcome failures during their
startup Journey. He also shared his
hardships he experienced during his
own start-up journey which eventually
made him a successful entrepreneur.

Mr Ramdev introduced the audience to
various tips & tricks to prepare a pitch
deck for investors to raise funds
successfully for any venture.
STPI IoT Open Lab
3 September
Speakers:
C
Kavitha,
Additional
Director, STPI; Mr Srinivas Kasa,
Marketing Director, Arrow Electronics;
Mr. Sanjeev Keskar, CEO, Arvind
Consultancy
The speakers elaborated on startups
accessing the world-class IOT Open
Lab equipped with testing and
measuring equipment, tools and the
sample bank of electronics at the STPI
IoT Open Lab.

advances in treatment. The course also
covered
industrial
applications
of
preclinical study in neuropharmacology.
A course was conducted by the
department of pharmacognosy on Plant
Tissue Culture, a valuable tool for
research on cell signalling, physiology,
and molecular biology, as well as crop
improvement by biotechnology. Green
Chemistry was another relevant subject
in which students were taught to
minimise chemical hazards locally and
globally, conducted by the department of
pharmaceutical chemistry.
The department of pharmacy practice
introduced a course on ‘Medical
Writings’ to help students write scientific
articles effectively, learn referencing
skills and ethics in medical writing.
Effective medical writing is known to
increase understanding of the patients,
patient satisfaction and adherence to
therapy, eventually leading to better
health outcomes.

Two-day workshop on Agile software
engineering for CSE faculty
An two-day online workshop on ‘Agile
Software Engineering’ was organised by
the Department of Computer Science
and Engineering (CSE) in association
with Computer Society of India, a nonprofit body representing computer
professionals at the national level. The
workshop was conducted on 22nd and
23rd July on Google Meet for the faculty
members of DSU.
The workshop was conducted to
introduce the course for 3rd semester of
B.Tech in the CSE department. Prof. C
V S N Reddy, associate professor in the
CSE department, was the speaker of the
session. The first day saw him explain
various software development models
and the need of Agile Software
engineering.
On the second day, he elaborated on
Agile technologies and development
using Scrum and Sprint. He spoke about
various DevOps tools (an umbrella term

that includes all platforms, tools, servers,
and other applications used in software
development life cycle (SLDC) model
called DevOps - a set of practices that
combines
the
development
and
operations phases of the life cycle and
manages them as one integrated
workflow).
He also stressed on learning project
management
using
Scrum
Methodology, which includes preparing
weekly and daily plans, writing system
test plans, test cases and test scripts and
automation.
The session was interactive and the
faculty found the discussion to be
fruitful. Dr. Girisha G S and Dr. Sanjay
Chitnis coordinated the workshop with
the support of other core committee
members Dr. Rajesh T M, Dr. Revathi
and Prof. Shradha Naik.

ECE students bag Virtual visit to NRSC,
first place in CMRIT Hyderabad for 7th
fest
sem ECE students

Joint Virtual Labs Workshop
With IIT Roorkee Held

ECE students Vasuprada G and
Vangalaramanuja Harika (2017-2021)
secured first place in prototype
presentation for their project titled,
‘Smart Library Assistant Robot’ in the
technical fest, TECHNOVA conducted
by IEEE CMRIT Student Branch from
10 June to 6 July 2021. The project was
carried out under the guidance of Ms.
K. Sudha Deepthi (Bosch) and Mrs.
Anna Merine George (ECE).

A virtual visit to National Remote
Sensing Centre (NRSC), Hyderabad,
was organised for the students of 7th
semester, ECE on 1 September from 10
am to 12 noon.

The fourth workshop on Virtual Labs
was conducted on 30 and 31 August, and
1 September by SoE in collaboration
with
the
Electrical
Engineering
Department of IIT Roorkee.

Shankar Prasad, a scientist in ISRO,
delivered a lecture to on the Indian
space program, following which was a
virtual visit to the museum.

Virtual Lab is a Ministry of Education
initiative under the National Mission on
Education. It provides a learning
management system where the
students can access tools for
learning such as web
sources, video
lectures, animated
demonstrations and
self-evaluation.
Virtual Lab
provides
remote
access to
labs in
various

ECE Webinar on
Emotional
Wellness
Department of ECE conducted a
webinar on ‘Emotional Wellness in the
New Normal’ on 8 September.
The webinar was held on Google Meet
with
certified
counsellor,
Mrs
Mrunalini Suhas Fitwe as the speaker.
ECE students across years attended the
event.

Dr Ramana and Dr Rajashree, Group
Director, Training Education Outreach
Group joined for an interactive
question-andanswer session
with the
students.
The program
was
coordinated
by Prof.
Nandini
Rao G
(ECE).

disciplines of science and engineering.
The workshop was conducted on
Webex and Google Meet. 445 students
actively participated from various
branches of DSU.
Resource persons such as Prof. R S
Anand (Principal Institute co-ordinator,
Virtual Labs, IIT Roorkee), Mr. Chetan
Dhiman, Ms. Priyanshi Agarwal and
others from IIT Roorkee shared their
knowledge on their topics of expertise.
Following that were demonstrations on
various
engineering
related
experiments on Virtual Lab.
Students felt that in the current
atmosphere, it was essential to switch to
online virtual labs for wider and greater
accessibility.
The workshop was organised by Dr.
Saara K, nodal coordinator of Virtual
Labs for DSU, Mrs. Anna Merine
George (ECE), Mr. Ravitej Y P
(Mechanical), Dr. Revathi V (CSE) and
Mr. Sripad Kulkarni (AE).

The event was organised by Prof.
Devikarani and Prof. Kokila S, Assistant
Professor (ECE).
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CJMC Organises Webinar

on Digital Advertising Strategy
The College of Journalism and Mass
Communication (CJMC) organised
a webinar on 'Solving the Digital
Marketing Puzzle' that focused on
strategising
advertising
and
promotion in the era of digital
marketing.
Mr Dhanesh M S, Group Executive
Creative Director of Innova DDB
and M&C Saatchi Resultz, delivered
the seminar on September 18.

Over 150 students and faculty from
SCMS, CPS and the physiotherapy
department participated in the Fit
India Freedom Run campaign
organised by the Government of
India on 30 September.
Organised by the SCMS NSS wing
in DSU, the run began as a
movement aiming to promote
fitness and commemorate India’s
75th
Independence
Day.
In
addition, the participants also
honoured World Heart Day which
was on 29 September this year.
Both students and faculty began the
run from the PGDM block at 2.15
pm on an arranged path after
singing the NSS anthem and
holding the campaign’s banner. The
organisers took all the necessary
precautions for the pandemic.

SCMS' literary
club holds
virtual quiz
The School of Commerce and
Management Sciences held a virtual
quiz on ‘Karnataka.
There were six rounds in the
contest and six teams qualified for
the final round.
The rounds
included:
General
Picture Perfect
Tag-a-log (Tagline and Logo)
Guess Who?
Quiz of Thrones
Tie-breaker
The competition left clear winners:
1. Deeksha H, A P Bhoomika
2. Noor Saba
3. Aryan Verma, Sourab
Krishnakumar

He has worked in the field of
advertising and public relations for
over fifteen years with top agencies
like Grey Worldwide, Ogilvy and
Happy McGarryBowen.
During
his
hour-long
session
attended by members of the faculty,
students and participants from
other colleges, he also explained the
ground realities of working in a
media and advertising company.
Referring to the dynamic nature of
the industry, he said that working
round-the-clock to meet client's
needs was not a rare event.
The difference between working in
an advertising firm as a creative
versus working in a corporate
environment
as
an
exclusive
advertising executive was one of the
topics addressed by him.
Mr Dhanesh chose a case study
from his own portfolio of a online
campaign conducted for an NGO
on Menstrual Hygiene Day.
He led the students through the
process, and described the effort
that goes behind a viral video.
Further, he discussed his experience
in working with different agency
and
film
units
for
product
promotion.

Mr.Dhanesh fielded a variety of
questions during the long Q&A that
followed.

He also talked about how important
it is to have a good rapport with
clients throughout the ad-making
process and the campaign.

He later said he was only too happy
that the session extended beyond
the allocated time enabling him to
clarify many new developments.

Later, he also discussed about ethics
in ad-making, citing the example of
the recent controversial Tanishq ad.

To a question, he pointed out how
the job of the creative had changed
with
the
advent
of
digital
advertising.

He talked about how an ad agency
responds to such criticism and how
it affects the inner atmosphere of
the ad agency and its employees,
along with the industry itself.

He explained how the creative was
forced to factor in the tiniest
nuances in demographics and
adjust their creatives accordingly.

Earlier,
advertising
was
only
spreading the net wide and hoping
to make impact. He also added that
the pandemic had encouraged
greater ad spend on digital media.
Some of the questions were
extremely sensitive and pertained
top ethics in political advertising.
Mr. Dhanesh provided candid
answers without batting an eyelid or
defending the position taken by his
contemporaries. After over than
hour into the Q&A the moderator,
Ms Rithika had to
call off the
session thanking the expert and
Prof.Rakesh Katarey for arranging
the webinar.
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